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ABSTRACT 

There are many potential benefits to be gained from the aeroelastic behavior of a wind- 
turbine blade with bend-twist coupling. However, the ability to manufacture blades 
with sufficient coupling to provide the desired benefits has yet to be established. This 
report investigates the feasible (or practical) range of the coupling coefficient that can 
be obtained on a uniform cross-section composite D-spar, which could be the 
backbone of a wind-turbine-blade. The most critical parameters are identified and 
studied across a range of possible values. Various features, such as the geometry, skin 
thickness, ply distribution, ply materials, and ply orientations, are evaluated for their 
effect on twist-bend coupling of a D-spar. It is found that sufficient coupling can be 
built in to the D-spar shape, but that carbon-fiber composite plies angled between 15 
and 30 degrees to the longitudinal axis may be required. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report is one of the deliverables of the “Elastic Tailoring of a Composite 
D-Spar” project. For this deliverable we had to assess the range of the a 
interaction parameter (bend-twist coupling) for a D-spar structure. It was also 
essential to identify the critical parameters that affect the range of a. 

BRIEF UTERATURE WlEW 

In searching the literature we found that researchers are exploring the 
potential benefits of the anisotropy of composite materials. A composite 
design that exhibits various degrees of anisotropy appears to have potential 
use in rotor blades to reduce vibration, enhance aeroelastic stability and 
improve aerodynamic efficiency. One of the applications of aeroelastic 
tailoring is the use of a bend-twist coupled composite wing to prevent 
divergence of the forward swept wing [l]. Weisshaar [l] also highlighted 
other potential benefits, such as load relief, vibration control and increase of 
lift coefficients, resulting from the application of bend-twist coupling. 

Smith [2] formulated an analytical model for composite box-beams in the 
shape of a rectangle or square for rotor blade application. His model can 
predict the behavior of the composite box-beams that exhibit bend-twist or 
extension-twist coupling. His analytical results agreed generally well with the 
results of the Finite Element Model (FEM) and the experimental model [3]. 
The highlight of the findings is that torsion-related out-of-plane warping can 
substantially influence torsion and coupled torsion deformations in a 
symmetric lay-up box-beam. 

The application of elastic (or aeroelastic) tailoring for composite structures is 
not limited to the fixed wing and rotor blade. Kooijman [4] applied it to the 
wind-turbine-blade for wind energy applications. He investigated the optimum 
bending-torsion flexibility of the rotor blade for the specific power 
performance of a rotor. Lobitz [5] also studied one aspect of aeroelastic 
behavior of bend-twist coupling for wind-turbine-blades. His work indicates 



that the aeroelastic behavior of the blade is governed by an interaction 

parameter, a = , where g is the coupling stiffkess. Jm 
Our work is a follow-up to Lobitz’s work. We want to know the range of the 
interaction parameter, a, that can be realized from an actual tailored laminate 
structure, such as a D-spar. 

THEORETICAL ESTIMATION 

Instead of immediately performing a numerical estimation of the a interaction 
parameter for the D-spar, we explored the possibility of estimating the 
maximum value of the a interaction parameter theoretically to gain some 
physical insight into bend-twist and extension-twist coupling. 

We assume the problem we are looking at is a two-dimensional flat laminate 
and the in-plane normal stress in the ‘2’ direction has the value of zero, i.e., (52 
= 0 (the notation is defined by Tsai [6]). 

The constituent relationship between stress and strain is 

If  (52 = 0, we can reduce the Q matrix as follows, 

where 

Q12 * Q21 

Q22 
Qii =Qii - 

2 



0 0  The relationship between the in-plane strains ( &, , &6 ), ( K1 , K 6  ) and N1, N.5, 
MI, M.5 is as fol~ows 

where 

0 6 1  

D 1 6  

0 6 6  

(3) 

0 6: , &6 : in - plane normal and shear strains 
KI KS : bending and twisting curvatures 

N1, N6 : in-plane normal force and shear force per unit width 

MI, Mg : bending moment and twisting moment per unit width 

Z : the vertical distance between the mid-plane and the ply layer 

For a symmetric (symmetry with respect to the mid-plane) laminate, the 
relation reduces to 

For the symmetric laminate, there are two types of coupling: 

a. Extension - Shear coupling 
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b. Bend - Twist coupling. 

For the anti-symmetric laminate, the relation reduces to 

In this case, the coupling is different from the previous case. The couplings 
are, 

a. Extension - Twist coupling 

b. Bend - Shear coupling. 

If the laminates are not symmetric or anti-symmetric, there will be more than 
two modes of coupling. The stiffness and compliance matrix &ill be fully 
populated. 

- - -  
How do the Aij, Bu, Dg values relate to the “EI”, “GJ” and “g” of Lobitz’s 
work? Let us reprint some of the equations in Lobitz’s work [SI that are 
applicable to our derivation. 

The equations that Lobitz used for the extension-twist coupling are given in 
matrix form below: 

dU 

(Equation 1 in Reference [ 5 ] )  

d e  [: a] [E] = [ 21 (Equation 6 in Reference [SI) 

ax 
au 0 ae The terms are defined in Lobitz’s paper [5]. The - is our ~1 ; the - is our ax ax 

aP ~ 1 ;  the - is our K6. For the forces, the F is our b*N1; the Mi is our b*Mb 

and the Mb is our b*M1. The parameter “b” is the width of the flat laminate. 
ax 

The “EI”, “GK’, “g” can be expressed by Aij, Bij and Dij as follows: 
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Bend-Twist Coupling (Symmetry) 

E1 D11=- 
b 

- GK 
0 6 6  =- 

b 

- 

where b is the width of the laminate. 

If the laminate has a lay-up of [e ]~  (single orientation), the a is further 
reduced to 

Extension-Twist Coupling (Antisymmetry) 
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If the laminate has a lay-up of [@]AS (single orientation), the a is firher 
reduced to 

The a interaction parameters for the balanced laminate are related to the 
normal coupling coefficient (v16) and the shear coupling coefficient (~61) .  
From Reference [6], the two coefficients are defined as follows: 

Q12 * Q26 - Q22 * Q16 

Qi 1 * Q22 - QL v16 = 

Q12 * e 2 6  - Q22 *e16  

Q22 * Q66 - e226 v61 = 

Therefore, the a interaction parameters are reduced to the simplest form: 

Bend-Twist Coupling 

2 * a =v16 v61 

Extension-Twist Coupling 

* 
'16 '61 

3 
4 

a2 = - *  

(9) 

It is interesting to note that after all the algebraic manipulations, we have 
obtained a simple form for the a interaction parameter for a flat-plate 
laminate. This leads to some physical insights: first, the interaction parameter, 
a, is highly dependent on the ply material, since both the VI6 and v61 
coeflicients are material-dependent; second, the geometry parameters do not 
appear in the simplified equation. This implies that the geometrical parameters 
may not affect the determination of the range of the a. However, for the 
second observation, we are dealing with a simple type of laminate; that is a 
flat surface, symmetric or anti-symmetric laminate. 

Now let us look at two typical ply materials: a) TS00/3900-2 
(GraphitelEpoxy) and b) Scotchply (GlasslEpoxy). The ply properties are 
given in Table 1 below. 
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Description T800/3900-2 Scotchply 

E, is the elastic modulus of the ply in the x (longitudinal axis of the fiber) 
direction. E& is the elastic modulus of the ply in the y (transverse) direction. 
And E, refers to the shear modulus of the ply. The relationship between the 
ply properties and the laminate properties are defined in reference [6] .  

Ex(msi) 

Ej(msi) 

E,(msi) 

v x  
1 

The a interaction parameters for these two types of materials are shown in 

(GraphiteEpoxy) (GlassEpoxy) 

23.2 5.6 

1 .o 1.2 

0.9 0.66 

0.28 0.3 

Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1 The a Interaction Parameter for T800HB900-2 and 
Scotchply Material 

8 
I I 

-0.4 -T800f3900-2 
-0.6 (GraphitefEpoxy) 

- - - ScotchPIy (Glass~Epoxy) -0.8 1 W 

to 

It is clearly seen that the range of a interaction parameters depends very much 
on the type of material chosen. GraphiteBpoxy has a maximum value close to 
0.8; and GlassEpoxy has a maximum value close to 0.5. The maximum 
values of a for these materials occur at different ply orientations. In general, 
we can state that the higher values of a occur in ply orientation, 6 , between 
15' and 30'. 
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In subsequent sections, we will look into other parameters that affect the a 
interaction parameters numerically. 

NUMERICAL ESTlMATlON 

Geometry of D-spar 
In the numerical study, we study a D-spar composite structure, which is part 
of the airfoil shape. The basic dimension of the D-spar is 6’ (long), 6” (wide) 
and 3’’ (height) as shown in Figure 2 below. 

4.5” 

4 6” b 

Figure 2 D-spar Cross-section Shape 

The radius of the semi-circle is 1.5”. Effectively, the width of the horizontal 
surface is 4.5”. 

The lay-up sequence of the top and bottom surface affects the lay-up sequence 
of the left vertical and right semi-circular walls. If the top and bottom are 
symmetric lay-ups, then the lay-up of the two walls will be anti-symmetric. 
On the other hand, if the top and bottom are anti-symmetric lay-ups, then the 
lay-up of the two walls will be symmetric. 

We also need to standardize the lay-up notation. The notation [e,], refers to 
‘n’ layers of 8 ply, and the subscript ‘s’ denotes that the lay-up is symmetric 
in reference to the mid-plane between top and bottom surfaces. The notation 
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0 AS refers to ‘n’ layers of 8 ply, and the subscript ‘AS’ denotes that the lay- 
up is anti-symmetric in reference to the mid-plane between top and bottom 
surfaces. 

Parametric Study 
In this parametric study we investigate various parameters that affect the 
range of a interaction parameters (mainly for Bend-Twist coupling). The 
parameters that we have considered are: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

geometry 

ply materials (GraphiteEpoxy and GlassEpoxy) 

laminate thickness 

volumetric fraction of the anisotropy 

internal spar or rib 

hybrid materials 

mixtures of extension-twist and bend-twist lay up 

torsion related warping 

others such as 

configurations that exhibit the same “a” but which have different 
“E199 and UGJ” 9 

ii) configurations that exhibit different “a” but have the same “EI” 
and “GJ” 

Geometry Effect 
We looked into two different cross-sectional dimensions of the D-spar: a) 6” x 
3” and b) 6” x 4”. The results are shown in Figure 3a. The a interaction 
parameter does change as we change the height of the D-spar. However, the 
variation is negligible. 

A relevant case for wind turbine blades is to compare the D-spar to an airfoil 
shape. We compute the a interaction parameter for a 3-inch thick NACAOO12 
airfoil (25” chord) and compare the results against the 6” x 3” D-spar. We 
observe that there are negligible effects from the geometry factor in the case 
of the thin-wall assumption as seen in Figure 3b. 

We assume that the transverse shear across the thickness is negligible in the 
thin-wall case. On the other hand, the transverse shear effect is included in the 
thick-wall formulation. This leads to increasing the torsion rigidity of the D- 
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spar and results in a smaller a as seen in Figure 3b. Since the wall thickness 
(0.2” to 0.3”) of the D-spar is small as compared to the height (3” to 4”) of the 
D-spar, the thin-wall formulation is more appropriate . 

Material Effect 
From the theoretical estimation of the a interaction parameter, we find that the 
a is highly dependent on the types of material used. For the D-spar, we also 
expect to see significant effect of the material as we look at both the 
GraphiteEpoxy and GlassEpoxy. The numerical results are shown in Figure 
4. The maximum a achievable for the graphite and glass materials is 0.62 and 
0.42 respectively. The results indicate that the ratio of the maximum a for the 
two materials is about 312 (Graphite/Glass). 

Thickness Effect 
We have two approaches to studying the effects of the laminate thickness. The 
first approach is to fix the ply distribution, but to increase or decrease the total 
laminate thickness. For example, if we have a [0,,/4,]~ laminate, the 
distribution ratio is n/m(or d n ) .  If we assume each ply has the same thickness 
(t), then the total thickness is (m+n)*t. We proceed with changing the total 
thickness by varying the “m”, “n” layers of plies but keeping the distribution 
ratio (dm or d n )  constant. With this arrangement, we see that the a 
interaction parameter remains constant as shown in Figure 5 (upper half). 

The second approach is to keep the total laminate thickness constant and vary 
the distribution ratio. We looked into various configurations. We observed 
that the a interaction parameter varies with the distribution ratio as in Figure 5 
(lower half). 

Anisotropy Volumetric Effect 
Figure 5 indicates that the volumetric distribution of the ply within the 
laminate has a dominant effect on the a interaction parameter. To further 
study this effect we looked into a laminate that has ply orientation, [20n/[45/- 
45Im]s, where m=2,3,4. We then varied the parameter ‘n’ to simulate change 
in the total thickness as well as the distribution ratio (we defined a V, = 
n/(2*m+n)). The results are shown in Figure 6.  The upper portion of the figure 
shows that for the same number of 20” plies but different values of Va, we 
have different values of a. However, if we adjust the number of layers of 20” 
plies (n) in such a way that the three configurations have the same value of Va, 
we will get a single value of a as seen in the lower portion of Figure 6.  

Therefore, for a laminate with a fixed set of ply orientations, the a interaction 
parameter for that laminate is determined by the volume fraction of the 
anisotropic plies regardless of distribution ratio. 

10 
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Internal Spar Effects 
An internal spar is inserted at the end-edge of the semi-circle as shown in 
Figure 7 below. 

4.5” 

Figure 7 The Cross-Section Dimension of the D-spar with Internal Spar 

The insertion of an internal spar will increase the “EI” and “GJ”, and will 
result in a reduction of the a interaction parameter. We look into both the 
effects of the thickness and ply orientation of the internal spar. If we increase 
the thickness of the internal spar while having the same ply orientation, the a 
interaction parameter reduces, as shown in Figure 8. 

The next case considered the constant thickness of the internal spar while 
varying the ply orientation of the internal spar. The result is shown in Figure 
9a. The result indicates that the ply orientation of the D-spar has small effects 
on the a interaction parameter. The variation of the a interaction parameter 
with and without an internal spar is about 10%. 

In fact, the largest effect of the internal spar is on the lead-lag mode of the D- 
spar. The Dij of the D-spar with and without an internal spar (same thickness 
but different orientation) is shown in Figure 9b. We can see that the D22 (lead- 
lag) changes substantially. 

11 
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Figure 8 The Effect of Internal Spar Thickness @-spar Lay-up: [810],) 

Hybrid Materials Effect 
To study this effect, we looked at three baseline configurations and compared 
their results against the same configurations with hybrid material (for all the 
cases we substituted graphite/epoxy for glass/epoxy). The three configurations 
we studied are [~(T8OO)~/e(Scotchply)~]~, [~(T8OO)~/O(Scotchply)~]~, 
[0(T800)~/90(Scotchply)~]~ and the results are shown in Figure 10. 

In the first case, we have 50% graphite fibers and 50% glass fibers all at the 
same ply orientation. The a interaction parameter of this hybrid case should 
be lower than the all graphite case and higher than the all glass case (shown in 
Figure 10). Therefore, the reduction or increase of c1 depends on the baseline 
configurations. The lower bound of the a interaction parameter is limited by 
the low-performance fibers (glass) and the upper bound is limited by the high- 
performance fibers (graphite). 

In the second case, the change is at the 0" material. We replaced 0" graphite 
fibers with 0" glass fibers or vice versa. The substantial change in a comes 
mainly from a large change in "EI" as the ratio of the E, (graphite/fiber) is 
about 4 to 1. We can deduce that if the volume fraction of non-anisotropic 
fibers is of lower stiffness than the anisotropic ones, then we can achieve a 
higher a value. 

In the third case, the change is at the 90" material. We replaced 90" graphite 
fibers with 90" glass fibers or vice versa. The change in a is marginal as there 
is marginal change in the Ey (transverse ply stiffness) and the E, (shear 
modulus) for both materials. 
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In fact, the dominant effect of using hybrid materials is the significant change 
in flapping stiffness as shown in Figure 1 1. Note that the change of D12 cannot 
be seen in the figure as the change is small. 

0 (Des) 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

:= n 

-A- D66 (Torsion) -e D11 (Flapping) + D12(Bendingvtwist) 
+ D66 (Torsion) D11 (Flapping) .+ D12(Bendingmtwist) 

Figure 11 The Effect of Hybrid Materials on Dij 

The Effect of Mixtures of Antisymmetic and Symmetric Lay-Ups 
Until now we have been looking at a D-spar with symmetric lay-up, and the 
behavior of the D-spar is quite clear (bend-twist or tension-shear mode). If we 
replace some of the symmetric lay-up with an anti-symmetric lay-up, the 
behavior of the D-spar will be very complicated. The following matrices show 
the change in stiffness matrix from the symmetric ply lay-up to the mixture of 
symmetric and antisymmetric ply lay-up. 

A61 A66 0 0 O l  + 

Symmetry + mixture [symmetry & antisymmetry] 
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Instead of bend-twist coupling for the syrmnetric lay-up, we have complex 
coupling among bend, twist and shear modes. In fact, the compliance matrix 
of this mixture is fully populated, therefore it is difficult to control the desired 
mode of coupling. In addition to that, the a interaction parameter reduces as 
we increase the degree of mixture as shown in Figure 12. The insertion of core 
is just for the clarification of the notation, and it does not affect the 
calculation. The term “core’’ signifies that the D-spar is hollow. 

0 
0.00 
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-0.20 

-0.30 

a 
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.L. .................. 
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Figure 12 The Effects of Antisymmetry on a Interaction Parameter 

Torsion Related Warping 
The effect of warping on the a interaction parameter is hard to evaluate. The 
reason is that it is difficult to include a warping function applicable to all cases 
in the 3D-Beam sohare .  The warping h c t i o n  depends greatly on the 
geometry of the cross-sectional shape. We assume the shape of the D-spar is 
“similar” to the shape of a rectangular section, therefore, a simple bi-linear 
warping function was implemented in the 3D-Beam. 

The torsion-related warping, as seen in Figure 13, generally increases the a 
interaction parameter. The changes in the a values come from the reduction in 
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“GJ” and increase in the “coupling” stiffness, while the “EI” remains 
unchanged. For other cross-section shapes, we expect the a will change if the 
torsion-related warping is included. 

Others 
The a interaction parameter is a relative value, because it is just a square-root 
ratio of the coupling term to the cross product of the “EI” and “GJ”. It is 
possible to find two or more configurations of the ply lay-up having different 
cross-coupling stifhesses, “EI” and “GJ”, but having the same a values. 
Figure 6 has already implicitly indicated such combinations of “coupling” 
stiffness, “EI” and “GJ”, that can give rise to the same a value. The control 
parameter for this case is the ratio of the volume of the anisotropic lay-up to 
the volume of the orthotropic lay-up. 

For some cases, the control parameter may not be obvious. For example, the 
following two lay-ups, a) [&/O~]S and b) [ed(0/90) 3]s, have similar a values 
but different stiffness terms as shown in Figure 14. Such configurations are, in 
fact, found by trial-and-error. 

The other observation is that “EI” and “GJ” are symmetric terms, since the 
terms do not change as the sign of the lay-up angle (e) changes. However, the 
bend-twist coupling term will change sign if the sign of the ply angle changes. 
Therefore, we can make use of such features to design the lay-up 
configurations that have the same “EI” and “GJ” but different a values as seen 
in Figure 15. In this case, the key parameter for such designs is the angle ply 
lay-up. 

SUMMARY 

We identified two key parameters that significantly affect the magnitude of a 
in the theoretical evaluation. The two key parameters are the ply orientation 
angle and the materials of the laminate. A higher a value is achieved for the 
ply angle range between 15” and 30”. A higher a value can also be obtained 
by using a high-performance laminate such as GraphiteEpoxy. 

We also looked into various parameters that affect the magnitude of a in the 
numerical evaluation. Among the parameters studied, the three key parameters 
are the ply orientation angle, the laminate material and the volume of 
anisotropy lay-up relative to the volume of orthotropic lay-up. A hybrid 
material lay-up will increase a if we are starting with a soft material. Other 
parameters such as the geometry, the inclusion of the internal rib, the mixture 
of the extension-twist and bend-twist lay-up, change the magnitude of the a, 
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but the effect is not significant. Torsion-related warping can have a large 
effect on estimates of a. However, the effect depends on the shape of the 
cross section. In the selected D-spar, the effect from warping is marginal but 
tends to increase the a estimate. 

We also realized through this study that the a interaction parameter is a 
relative value. There are many ways (configurations) to get the same a with 
different values of the stiffness terms. 
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